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Abstract

The isophote curvature times the gradient magnitude to some power has been studied in the literature as a measure of cornerness in images. Stability in terms of sampling noise has been proposed by selecting corners at high scale and locating them at fine scale. We will examine the problem of tracking extrema of these measures in the Linear Scale-Space using catastrophe theory. This enables us to explain potential dangers of commonly used corner detectors. We conclude that creations and annihilations generically occur, implying that corners in general cannot be tracked to arbitrary fine (or coarse) scale. Experiments on real-world images confirm the practical relevance of our investigations. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Corner detection plays a central role in many image analysis applications ranging from character recognition to landmark identification. The literature on corner detection roughly divides into two classes. Some use explicit models \[1,2\], while others use derivative expressions like the Gaussian curvature, the structure tensor (interest operator, second moment matrix), expressions involving the isophote curvature, and the curvature of Canny edges \[5,6\].

One subclass of the latter is corners defined as the isophote curvature times the gradient magnitude to some power \(a\):

\[
C(x, y, a) = |\nabla L(x, y)|^a \kappa(x, y) = L_{wv}(w, v)^a - 1 L_{wv}(w, v),
\]

where \(L\) is an image, \(|\nabla L|\) is its gradient magnitude, and \(k\) is its isophote curvature image. Further, \((w, v)\) is a local right hand coordinate system, where \(w\) is the gradient direction of \(L\) and \(v\) the (perpendicular) tangent direction of the isophote. Subscript denotes differentiation. Kitchen and Rosenfeld \[8\] suggested to use \(a = 1\), Zuniga and Haralick \[9\] proposed \(a = 0\), and Blom \[10\], Lindeberg \[11\], and Alvarez et al. \[12\] investigated \(a = 3\).

The advantage of using a corner measure with \(a > 0\) is that the product will focus on high isophote curvatures close to high contrast edges. There are two special values of \(a\) that deserve a note: \(a = 0\) is invariant under monotonic transformation of the image intensities (morphological invariance), and \(a = 3\) is invariant under affine transformations (the angle of the corner).

Scale is an essential part of detecting corners. At pixel scale, differential corner measures will be dominated by the pixellation, but a simple smoothing reduces the effect of the pixel grid, while still retaining important features. We will investigate the above subclass of corner measures in “linear scale-space” (see \[13\] and the references therein):

\[
L(x, y, t) = G(x, y, t) * L(x, y),
\]

where the original image \(L(x, y)\) is convolled with a Gaussian \(G(x, y, t) = (1/(4\pi t)) \exp(-(x^2 + y^2)/(4t))\) of variance \(2t\). The parameter \(t\) is called scale. Henceforth, we will call “linear scale-space” for scale-space. There exist essentially three implementations of scale-space: Spatial convolution, multiplication in the frequency domain, and direct solution of the heat equation \(L = L_{xx} + L_{yy}\). We use here the frequency implementation, since it is fastest for large scales, and it easily extends to the calculation of derivatives.

\[\text{PII: S0262-8856(99)00017-7}\]
However, we note that for small scales the direct solution of the heat equation is more stable [14].

The advantage of such an embedding is that it reduces the grid and noise effects and allows for a uniform analysis of corners of all sizes or resolutions. The disadvantage is that the corners are dislocated at high scale and should be tracked back to low scale in order to improve their location. Such an algorithm typically involves the following steps:

1. produce a stack of images \( L(x,y,t) \) for a range of scales;
2. for each scale and some constant, \( a \in \{0,1,2,3\} \), calculate the corner image \( C(x,y,a,t) \);
3. detect corner points in each corner image;
4. link corner points across scales;
5. at fine scale, choose the corner points that can be linked to coarser scale.

An essential part of the algorithm is thus the linking of corners across scales. We will show that this process—although common in the literature—is problematic, since new corners may arise as the scale is increased.

Studying the behaviour of corners across scales is conveniently done with catastrophe theory. We will sketch the catastrophe structure in two different settings. Firstly, we will examine the unconstrained, spatial singularity structure of \( C(x,y,a,t) \). We find that new corners do generically appear for increasing scales. Secondly, we extend Rieger’s analysis [15] to single isophotes, since the definition of \( C(x,y,a,t) \) is intrinsically linked to isophotes, and since the corners do lie on the curves under study in contrast to Canny edges as noted by Rieger [15]. Also for single isophotes, creations of corners do occur for increasing scales.

Some authors have studied corners by first obtaining edge curves, and then analyse the curves for corners, see e.g. Ref. [5] and references therein. These studies do typically not analyse the effect of image resolution.

Related to our work in terms of catastrophe theory is Damon [16], Rieger [15,17], Griffin and Colchester [18], Olsen [19], Johansen [20], and Gauch and Pizer [21].

2. Image structure

Corners are spatial point features, and for the differential corner measures (1), these points are found as the intersection between curves: \( A(x,y) = 0 \) and \( B(x,y) = 0 \). We will investigate two pairs of intersecting curves:

1. corners defined as critical points of \( C \), i.e. \( A = C_1 \) and \( B = C_2 \);
2. corners defined on the isophote, \( L_0 \), as extrema \( C \) along the isophote, i.e. \( A = L - L_0 \) and \( B = C_\nu \).

We analyse the solution set satisfying \( A = B = 0 \) and its evolution, when \( L \) is evolved in scale-space.

In Fig. 1 (left) are shown typical intersections between curves: either two curves intersect with non-parallel tangents or their intersection is empty. This typical type of intersection is called transverse. A consequence of the transverse intersection is that closed curves given by zero-crossings of any pair of image derivatives have an even number of intersections or none at all.

The intersection points form smooth curves in scale-space. Such feature curves will have points, where the tangent is perpendicular to the \( t \)-axis. This typically corresponds to the interaction of spatial point features, i.e. feature points annihilate or are created in pairs as illustrated in Fig. 1 (right). We refer to such points as catastrophe points.

It is always possible to come up with an example where the intersection set exhibits extreme and atypical behaviour. However, in this paper we will only consider typical behaviour (in a well defined mathematical manner). We will consider properties which hold for an open¹ and dense² subset of all images. Such properties are called generic, and corresponds well with the general notion of being typical: an image picked at random will with probability 1 be generic, and any image is infinitesimally close to a generic image [18]. We will now illustrate how transverse intersections in jet space describe geometric properties of our feature points, where after we will discuss the genericity of transverse intersections.

¹ A set \( X \) is open if \( \forall x \in X \exists \epsilon > 0 : N_\epsilon(x) \subset X \), where \( N_\epsilon(x) \) is an \( \epsilon \)-neighbourhood of \( x \).
² A set \( X \) is dense in \( Y \) if and only if \( \forall y \in Y \exists \epsilon > 0 : N_\epsilon(y) \cap X \neq \emptyset \).
2.1. Geometric properties by transverse intersections in jet space

We shall establish generic properties in jet space (the space of k-th order Taylor expansions of solutions to the heat equation, \( L_t = L_{xx} + L_{yy} \)). A property is represented by its defining equations \( A \hat{=} B \hat{=} 0 \) expressed in terms of image derivatives. This implicitly defines a manifold of some co-dimension \(^5\) called the property manifold. To establish generic properties, we have to show that the property manifold is defined and determine its co-dimension.

A scale-space image can be mapped to a smooth manifold in jet space in the following way: The k-th order local Taylor expansion is in each point of the scale-space mapped into jet space, thus sweeping a manifold, which we call the image manifold.

If the image manifold is transverse to the property manifold, then the set of points in scale-space, where the property occurs, is a smooth manifold with the same co-dimension as the property manifold. Hence we have described our feature manifold in scale-space.

2.2. Transverse intersections are generic

The scale-space images which have a transverse intersection between the image manifold and the property manifold form an open and dense set in the space of all scale-space images. This result is due to Damon \([16]\). Note that a scale-space image satisfies the heat equation, hence the evolution of spatial feature points is restricted in comparison to a general evolution. This changes the general program of catastrophe theory slightly \([16]\).

By the above we conclude that typical feature properties can be determined by transverse intersection between images and a property in jet space.

2.3. Generic catastrophes for differential corner measures

The co-dimension of a manifold describes the number of constraints imposed on the degree of freedoms in the embedding space. We will now illustrate how the co-dimension for corner feature curves is found.

With some local parametrisation of the feature curve is an implicit parametrisation given by:

\[
A(x(s), y(s), t(s)) = 0, \\
B(x(s), y(s), t(s)) = 0.
\]

Differentiating with respect to the parameter \( s \) yields:

\[
A_{xx} x_s + A_{yy} y_s + A_t t_s = 0, \\
B_{xx} x_s + B_{yy} y_s + B_t t_s = 0.
\]

In a catastrophe point \( t_s = 0 \) and with a none-zero curve tangent we have:

\[
A, B = 0.
\]

We have analysed (2) combined with \( A \hat{=} B \hat{=} 0 \), and we have determined that they define a smooth manifold of co-dimension 3 in jet space. The equations \( A = B = 0 \) alone define a property manifold of co-dimension 2. The solutions to \( A = B = 0 \) therefore are smooth curves in scale-space with catastrophes occurring in isolated points on these curves. Geometrically, catastrophes for critical points in \( C \) correspond to the annihilation or creation of a saddle with either a minimum or a maximum. The catastrophes for the isophote constrained measure correspond to the annihilation or creation of a minimum and maximum pair.

The sign of \( t_{ss} \) determines the catastrophe type: negative is an annihilation and positive is a creation. We have been able to create generic examples of both types, hence both annihilation and creation can occur. If \( t_{ss} = 0 \), we get a catastrophe of even higher order. Most cases, where \( t_s = t_{ss} = 0 \), define a manifold of co-dimension 4 and are not generic, since scale-space images only have 3 dimensions. The exception is the case \( a = 3 \), where higher order events happen generically, where \( C = C_s = C_y = 0 \). These points are not corners however.

We conclude that tracking a corner over scale can only be performed for an open interval of scales. At scales outside this interval, the corner does not exist. Hence, both annihilations and creations are generic events. In

---

\(^5\) The co-dimension of a manifold is the dimension of the embedding space minus the dimension of the manifold. E.g. the co-dimension of a sphere is always 1, while its dimension depends on the embedding space: A sphere in 3D is two-dimensional and in 4D is three-dimensional.
particular, it is in general not possible to track corners to arbitrary fine scales.

3. Experiments on two typical images

The above analysis shows that in the continuous case, annihilations and especially creations are likely when scale is increased. To verify these results in the discrete setting we have calculated corners of two typical images shown in Fig. 2. The number of corners as a function of scale for Fig. 2 (left) is shown in Fig. 3. The corners are found as points where $u_C$ is larger than its 4 neighbours. We see that it is not a monotonic decreasing sequence and conclude that creations do occur. In Fig. 4 are shown a sequence of scales for $a = 0$ in which a corner creation occurs approximately in the middle image. The creation events for other values of $a$ are similar. We thus conclude that corners defined as $C_x = C_y = 0$ also have creations in the discrete setting.

We have tested the isophote approach ($L$ and $C$) on the image in Fig. 2 (right). For binary images the mid-isophote is an edge operator, and it is to be expected that the mid-isophote is close to $L_{ww} = 0$ edges for low scales. However, binary images are not generic. Fortunately, an arbitrary small scale larger than zero will transform a binary image into a generic gray-valued image.

The number of corners for a range of scales for the mid-isophote is shown in Fig. 5. Corners are here found as points in which $|C|$ is larger than its 2 neighbours on the isophote. Again we see that this is not a monotonic decreasing sequence and conclude that the isophote approach also has creations in the discrete setting.

The final experiment we have performed concerns the selection of semantically important corners: Some approaches order the extrema of $C$ according to their absolute strength at coarse scales and use this ordering to choose the semantically important extrema at fine scale [11]. Varying $a$ can alter the ordering dramatically and possibly catastrophically. In Fig. 6 we show the value of $C$ on the mid-isophote of the letter ‘c’ at scale 12.5 for various $a$ values. Notice the sharp peak for $a = 0$ at arc-length 40. This corresponds to the sharpest turn of the contour of the letter ‘c’. For $a = 2$ this peak is practically removed and replaced by the neighbouring peak at arc-length 20. This shift in ordering also occurs for corners given by $C_x = C_y = 0$.

4. Summary

We have studied the family of corner measures $k|\nabla L|^a$ for $a \in \{0, \ldots, 3\}$ when the image is embedded in “linear scalespace”. Two approaches have been analysed: the catastrophes of the spatial extrema of the corner measure and the extrema along an isophote.
We have found in both approaches that the evolution of corner points are smooth curves in space and scale, and that both annihilations and creations are generic events at isolated points on these curves. Hence, corners cannot always be tracked to arbitrary coarse or fine scale. For both approaches we have experienced that the value \( a_1 \) seems to generate the fewest number of creations. Coincidentally, this is also the measure with the simplest intrinsic form: 
\[ C(x, t) = L_{yy} \hat{L}_0. \]
Conversely, we have experienced that especially many catastrophes occur when \( a_0 \).

Finally, the isophote approach has been shown to shift the focus away from high isophote curvature points for \( a_0 \). The resulting corners do not always correspond well with intuition. A similar result holds for corners defined as spatial extrema of \( C \).
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